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ABSTRACT

This is the first of two papers on the diurnal variability of ocean
ic deep cumulus convection. This paper presents observational evidence
in support of the existence of a significant morning maximum and afternoon
evening minimum of oceanic deep convection. The second paper of this
report advances a physical hypothesis for this diurnal variation.

This diurnal variation in deep cumulus convection has been detected
from upper air, rainfall, satellite, and radar data over oceanic and many
land regions. Diurnal variations in low level, layered, and total cloudi
ness are very much smaller than variations of deep cumulus.

Composited upper air wind data relative to satellite observed cloud
clusters and clear regions in the West Pacific has yielded divergence
convergence patterns which are substantially larger at OOZ (~ 10 L.T.)
than at 12Z (~ 22 L.T.). Thirteen years of hourly rainfall data for
eight tropical Pacific atolls and small islands, plus six-hourly rainfall
data for shorter time periods from nine other atoll-island stations in
this sa.me region show that heavy rain showers occur much more frequently
in the morning hours than in the afternoon or early evening. Two months
of DMSP satellite photographs (~ 1/3 n.m. resolution) also indicated
increases in convective activity between 22 L.T. and 10 L.T. v.rith de
creases: between 10 L. T. and 22 L. T. Other supporting evidencE~ is presen
ted and discussed.

The diurnal variability of deep convection is not readily observable
from satellite pictures which cannot resolve individual conveetive cells,
or fron surface observations of percent sky coverage which are heavily
weighted to the presence of low level and layered clouds.
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1. BASIS FOR THE PRESENT STUDY

In a study of tropical oceanic cloud clusters (for definition see

GARP report, 1968) Ruprecht and Gray (1974) found large diurnal differences

in convective rainfall for the five hour periods centering on OOZ (rv 10 L.T.)

and 122 (rv 22 L.T.). They reported over twice as much rainfall from cloud

clusters :in the morning (07-12 1.T.) than in the evening (19-24 :L.T.).

The diurnal variation of the heaviest rainfall was most pronounced (see

Table 1). Such large variations were quite unexpected. Heavy rain from

the cloud clusters (defined as being >1.0 cm per hour) was nearly three

times as prevalent in the morning. It was shown that as the precipitation

intensities became smaller, the dominance of the morning rainfall maxi-

mum decreased. The tropospheric divergence profiles for OOZ and 12Z

also showed large differences and generally corroborated these daily

rainfall changes.

Ruprecht and Gray concluded that such large diurnal convection

changes could not be due to heat island effects. They suggested that

the variations were induced by changes in the net tropospheric radiation.

The present study was undertaken to further document these variations.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Morning vs. Evening Occurrence of Various

Rainfall Intensities for Western Pacific Cloud Clusters

(from Ruprecht and Gray, 1974)

Rain Intensity 5 Hours Centered at
OOZ (07-12 L.T.)

5 Hours Cent,ared at
12Z (19-24 L.T.)

Cluster Precipitation (% of-Total)

>1.0 cm/hr

.25-1.0 cm/hr

trace- • 1 cm/hr

Total

All 13 years of Precipitation
whether associated with Cluster
~recipitation or not (% of Total)

>2.0 cm/hr

1.0-2.0 cm/hr

.5-1.0 cm/hr

.1- .5 cm/hr

trace- .l cm/hr

Total
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50
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40

43

45

50
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2. DATA SOURCES AND ANALYSIS RESULTS

2.1 Composite Scheme

Upper air rawinsondes from twelve West Pacific island stations

were positioned in relation to individual satellite observed cloud

clusters and clear regions as shown in Figure 1. Two years of wind,

temperature, and moisture data from these rawinsondes were then

compo sited around the cluster and clear regions separately as previous-

ly described by Williams and Gray (1973), Ruprecht and Gray (1974), and

Gray et a1. (1975). The stations used and their locations are noted

in Figure 2. OOZ (tV 10 L. T.) and 12Z (tV 22 L. T.) composites were

INDIVIDUAL CLOUD CLUSTER

x
x

INDIVIDUAL CLEAR AREAS

COMPOSITE RELATIVE TO
MANY CLOUD CLUSTERS

COMPOSITE RELATIVE TO

MANY CLEAR AREAS

x

~

~

x
x x

x x
x x

x
x x x x

Xx
x x x

x x
x

x
x X x x
x x x
x x
Xx X

X X X
X X

X X

X X

Figure 1. Portrayal of how the rawinsondes are positioned and then
composited relative to the cloud cluster and clear regions.
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constructted not only for the cloud clusters and clear regions, but also

for the areas surrounding the cloud clusters which Gray (1973) called

variable cloud regions (see Figure 1). A schematic representation of

these thrl~e oceanic convective regimes is shown in Figure 3. In this

way, the day vs. night thickness~s, wind and humidity patterns,. nnd hour

ly rainfa:_l data of the convective regimes could be compared.

1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 180 0

."

• ·MarcusIwo Jima

Wake •, Johnston

• Eniwetok
Island

Guam •
Yap Panape .Kwajalein

• • •Truk Majuro

Figure 2. The rawinsonde stations used in forming the data compctsites
around the cloud clusters and clear regions.

(40% of tropicol bllt orea)

VARIABLE CLOUD REGION

(40% of tropicol bllt Orlo)

CLEAR REGION
- -j

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Figt:.re 3. Schematic representation of the three oceanic regions in the
tropics.
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2.2 Wind Data

From the composited wind data divergence profiles were formed.

These are, shown in Figures 4 and 5. A large 10 L.T. vs. 22 L.T. dif-

ference (1~-2 to 1) is apparent for the cloud cluster. Although not E.S

large, a diurnal difference of the opposite sign is observed in the clear

region profiles. Thus, the clear regions have more low level divergence

and the cloud clusters have more low level convergence at aDZ ('t. 10 L.T.)

than at 12Z (tV 22 L. T.). Divergence profiles for each of the three cCln-

vective regimes are compared in Figures 6 and 7. It can be seen that the

profiles for the variable cloud region and the clear region are generEllly

the same with convergence aloft and divergence below.
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From these divergences mean vertical motion profiles for each

region were calculated for both time periods. These are shown in Fig-

ures 8 and 9. By combining the vertical motions for the clear and

variable cloud regions, the total mean sinking motion around the cloud

cluster can be derived (Figure 10) which again shows nearly a 2-1 diur-

nal difference. The depth of these profiles indicates that the large

cumulonimbus (Cb) clouds must be primarily responsible for these diurnal

variations.

2.3 Water Vapor Budget

Using the mean divergence and vertical motion profiles described

above and the composited weather system humidity values, water vapor

budgets for OOZ and 12Z were constructed to compare with the measured

rainfall differences of these periods. It was assumed that the areal
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coverage of the three tropical regions was as shown in Figure 3 ,gith

the cloud clusters covering 20% of the area and the clear and variable

cloud reg:.ons each accounting for 40%. Also, it was assumed tha,~ the

significant rainfall came only from the cloud clusters, and that the

statistical average of the cluster systems was in a steady state,. Final-

-2ly, the evaporation was chosen to have a constant rate of 0.4 gm cm

-1day for all areas. The vapor budgets are shown in Figure 11.

The large rainfall difference between these time periods is clearly

evident. The calculated rainfall values closely agree with the hourly

rainfall data discussed in the next section. It is interesting to note

that this budget requires a portion of the water vapor be stored in the

atmosphere during the afternoon and evening and released as additional

rainfall during the next morning. This can be explained by the fact

that the upward vapor transport by the cumulus and towering cumulus

clouds (which are assumed to produce no significant precipitation) shows

little diurnal variation in amount. Thus, the weaker subsidence in the

clear regions during the afternoon and early evening results in less

moisture loss due to subsidence drying and, with no assumed diurnal

variation in evaporation, a net afternoon vapor accumulation should occur.

Conversely, the greater early morning subsidence should lead to CL de-

pletion of vapor.

2.4 Precipitation Data

Hourly precipitation data was obtained from the National Wea.ther

Records Center, Asheville, N.C., for the period 1961-1973 for the eight

stations shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 gives an example of the form in

which the data was received. This rainfall data was analyzed by the

month (from March through October) for the thirteen year period. The

hourly totals were smoothed and plotted for each station. In the
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Figure 12. Western Pacific upper air stations for which hourly rain
fall data was available (1961-1973).
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Figure 13. TrPical f0DE- of hourly precipitation data (Truk, May 1972).

course of this procedure it was noted that the precipitation curves for

the eight sl:ations followed two separate patterns. Four stations {Kor-

or, Yap, GWlm, Ponape) showed distinct morning and afternoon peaks

throughout the year. The other four stations (Johnston Island, Majuro,

Wake, Truk) had only an early morning peak. Because of the similarities
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in the various rainfall curves, the data from the stations in each set

was combined for subsequent analysis.

The reason for these afternoon differences is apparently due to

the size and elevation of the islands. The larger stations experience

an afternoon heat island influence which is not present on the smaller

atolls. Figures 14 and 15 portray the relative sizes of the islands

and the approximate locations of the weather stations.

The monthly results for the two groups showed little variation and

were combined into three seasons: spring (March-May), summer (June

August), fall (September-October). Winter precipitation (November

February) was not treated. The hourly values are shown in Figures

16-21.

It is seen that in all cases an early morning maximum occurs

between 03 and 06 L.T. Even when the largest precipitation maximum is

observec~ in the afternoon, this early morning peak is apparent. Also,

an evening minimum is found in each instance between 18 and 22 L.T.

The differences between the maximums and minimums are on the order of

55% for the small islands. If the afternoon rainfall maximums on the

large iBlands are neglected, as in Figure 22, these morning vs. evening

differences are about 30%.

It is possible to stratify these results further to show the

association between rainfall intensity and the diurnal pattern. Strat

ifications were made for intensities ~O.3 in/hr (?,.7.6 nnn/hr) an.d ~O.l

in/hr (:s'Z.5 nnn/hr). This coincides with the definitions of heavy and

light rain offered in the Federal Meteorological Handbook No.1 (1970).

Comparisons of the heavy, light, and total rainfall amounts are depic

ted in Eigures 23-30. Superimposed on these curves are graphs showing
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Figure 1.~ _ Representations of small islands with no afternoon rainfall
maximum.
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six-hou;dy precipitation totals caused by rainfall with intensities of

~1.0 ineh per hour (~25 nnn/hr). It was necessary to portray the very

heavy rain in this way because the frequency of occurrence was much less

than in the other rainfall categories.

In the study by Ruprecht and Gray (1974) it was concluded that the

heavy rains were most responsible for the morning rainfall maximums

(see Table 1). This conclusion is upheld by Figures 23-30. The heavy

rain cu]~es are almost identical in shape with the total rainfall

curves. Also, the percentage differences between the morning precipita-

tion maximums and evening minimums are larger than those of the total
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rainfall curves, being about 70% for the small islands and 35% for the

large islands. The light rain curves are almost flat and show a much

smaller correlation with the total precipitation curves. The very heavy

rain graphs also show the predominance of morning over evening convec

tive activity.

To supplement the hourly data six-hourly precipitation reports for

up to eight months (April through November) in 1967 were analyzed for

nine other small island stations shown in Figure 31. These stations

were also divided into categories based on rainfall distribution.

Figure 32 portrays the six-hour rainfall occurrences of ~0.5 in.

(12.5 nun). Reporting times were adjusted to local times to normalize

the data. By subsequently sununing the number of occurrences at each

hour, an indication of the heavier rain can be found. Again, the high

est frequency of the cases is found in the morning.

2.5 Supplemental Satellite Photograph Study

To investigate further these diurnal convection variations the

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) polar orbiting satel

lite photographs have been studied for the period of April-May, 1974.

These satellites make 3 or 4 passes per day over the Western Pacific

area and produce visual and infrared (IR) images having 1/3 nauti(~al

mile (n.m.) and two n.m. resolution. For further information on the

DMSP, the reader is referred to the DMSP User's Guide (1974).

An area on the photographs between 00 and 200 N latitude and

1250 E and 1700 E longitude was chosen as the domain for analysis. In

this region the 1/3 n.m. resolution IR pictures were available for

night hours while the 1/3 n.m. visual pictures were available dur:lng

the daylight periods. To determine the diurnal convective activit:y
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changes from these photographs it was necessary to compare cloud tempera

tures wi.th cloud albedo values. It was thus impossible to use any quan

titativE: scheme for the comparisons. The same situation existed with the

2 n.m. resolution pictures which were used on the few occasions when the

1/3 n.m. photographs were not available.

Ptcture availability required the comparing of photographs taken

at or slightly after OOZ (rv 10 L.T.) with those pictures taken near 12Z

( rv22 L.T.). Visual inspection was used to determine whether the con

vective elements in the westward propagating cloud systems appeared to

increase, remain relatively the same, or decrease in number and area for

each 12 hour period. The results of this admittedly subjective procedure

are sunnnarized in Table 2. The trend toward a ODZ convective maximum

and a 12Z convective minimum is apparent.

TABLE 2

Comparison of Convective Activity Using DMSP Data for April ,3.nd May, 1974

Change

Probable Increase

Probable Decrease

No Apparent Change

10 L.T. to 22 L.T.

.16

.40

.44

22 L.T. to 10 L.T.

.71

.12

.17



3. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

3.1 Diurnal Cloudiness Investigations

The existence of a nocturnal cloudiness maximum over the tropical

oceans has been suspected for many years. Because of problems in ob

serving nighttime cloud cover, however, early attempts at quantitative

ly verifying this existence (e.g. Riehl, 1947) were difficult. Some of

the studies which have dealt with these diurnal cloudiness variations

are listed in Table 3.

Despite the observational difficulties, a consistent pattern of

oceanic early morning and late afternoon or .evening cloud cover maxi

mums separated by relative minimums are indicated by these studies. It

should be noted that because of observational problems only the lower

tropospheric cloudiness was investigated. Variations in deep ~llus

convection:,. therefore, could !!2!. be well measured. Except for thE~

study of La Seur and Garstang (1964) based on two short cruises by the

WHOI ship Crawford, this oceanic diurnal variability of the low cloudi

ness was generally found to be small ('\,,15%). Riehl (1954) estimated

this difference to be only about 10% for the tropics in general.

3.2 Diurnal Rainfall Variations

This double-peaked cloudiness maximum is not well supported by the

diurnal rainfall observations noted in this and other studies whieh are

listed in Table 4. There is a corresponding rainfall maximum in the

morning, but a general minimum of rainfall is seen in the evening when

the second cloudiness peak occurs. This again indicates that the rain

fall patterns are associated mainly with variations of the Cb clouds and

not with the total cloud cover.
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TABLE 3

Some Studies Concerning Diurnal Variations of Low Level Cloudiness

Source

Riehl (1947)

Data Source(s)

3 World War II Atlantic
ships stationed near

350 N, 400 W
35~l, 52-55OW
35~, 700W

3-hourly observations

Time Period

weather- June-oct. 1944
April-Oct. 1945

Findings

Low cloud maximum occurred
near 06 L.T. with a m1n1mum
near 22 L.T. An approximate
15% difference was found. A
second maximum at 18 L.T. and
a second minimum at 01 L.T.
were apparent.

LaSeur and
Garstang (1964)

Lavoie (1963)

Brier and
Simpson (1969)

1957 Crawford weathership
cruise stationed near

lIoN, 52oW.
1963 Crawford weathership
cruise stationed near

l30 N, 220 W
Hourly observations

Hourly reports for Eniwetok

Hourly surface ob~ervations

for Wake.

14-20 Aug. 1957
24 Aug.-3 Sept.

1957
12 Aug. -3 Sept.

1963

June 1949-Feb.
1959

12 years begin
ning in Nov.
1949.

Low cloudiness maximum was
observed at 07 L.T. with a
minimum near 2130 L.T. A
45% difference was found.
Secondary minimums and maxi
mums were found near 10 and
14 L.T., respectively.

Low cloud maximum was obser
ved near 07 L.T. with a
minimum at 22 L.T. The dif
ference was about 10%. Small
fluctuations were seen in the
afternoon.

Low cloudiness maximum near
08 L.T. with a minimum near
24 L.T. A 20% difference
was noted. Secondary mini
mums and maximums were
found near 14 and 19 L.T.,
respectively.
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TABLE 4

Some Studies Concerning the Diurnal Variations of Oceanic Precipitation

Source

L Garstang (1958)

Data Source

1957 Crawford Weath
ership cruise station
ed at lION, 52oW.

Time Period

6-Hourly measurements
from 14-20 August 1957
and 24 August-3 Sept.
1957

Findings ar:,d Discussion: From a small data base it was found that 50~~

more rain was measured at night (18-06 L.T.) than during the day (06
18 L.T.). This is in general agreement with the findings of the pres
ent study. Also, almost all of the precipitation was associated w'ith
disturbances.

2. Lavoie (1963) Eniwetok (supplemented
by 1 - 13 years of
data from 10 other West
Pacific atolls, mainly
of the Marshall and
Line Islands)

Hourly reports for
June 1949 - Feb. 1959

Findings and Discussion: A precipitation maximum. on Eniwetok occurs
near 03 L.T. It is 40% larger than the minimum found near 10 L.T. A
small secoD~ary maximum and minimum. are observed at 13 L.T. and 17 L.T.
Aside from the 10 L.T. minimum this is comparable to the findings of
the present study. For the 10 atolls, a 03 L.T. maximum and a 12 L.T.
minimum are present with a 25% difference between them. This small
difference may be the result of a short data set from some of the
stations.

3. Kraus (1963) 9 Weathership stations
in the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans.

3-Hourly reports of July
observations in the
period of 1950-1961.

Findings aD.d Discussion: 50% more rain reports came at night (21-06
L.T.) than during the day (09-18 L.T.). This is in good agreement with
the present study even though the data did not come from tropical
regions. (See Table 5 for more information)

4. Finkelstein (1964) 10 Tropical Pacific
island stations be
tween 200 N and 300 S
lat. and 16SoE and
1600 W long.

Hourly observations for
unspecified lengths of
time.
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TABLE 4 (cont'd)

Findings and Discussion: 3 of the stations were on very large islands
having dominant afternoon rainfall maximums. For the 7 smaller sta
tions 5,a of rainfall was measured between 20-08 L. T. while 46% came
between 08-20 L.T. These differences are smaller than those of the
present study, but this could be because of the time periods chosen. A
general minimum occurs between 20-24 L.T. The percentage differences
might be more comparable had the night rain been measured at a later
period.

5. Holle (1968b) 1963 WHOI Crawford
Weathership at
130 N, 550 W

12 Aug.-3 Sept. 1963

Findings and Discussion: 3 cm radar measurements showed the highest
cloud tops occurred near sunrise. Also, radar echoes were viewed twice
as often between 02-05 L.T. as at 13-18 L.T. This agrees with the
present study.

6. Brier and Simpson
(1969)

Wake Island Hourly surface obser
vations for 12 years
beginning in Nov. 1949

Findings and Discussion: Rainfall frequency maximum occurs at 05 L.T.
with a minimum near 15 L.T. The morning rain is almost twice as
frequent (.053-.028 occurrences per hour) as the afternoon rain, which
is comparable to the findings of the present study.

7. Inchauspe (1970) 4 French Polynesian
atolls (Mope1ia, Here
heretue, Hao, Takaroa)

Hourly data for 5-6
years between 1965
1970

Findings and Discussion: A maximum of rainfall occurrences is observed
between 04-08 L.T. and is 20-55% larger than the evening minimum be
tween 22-23 L.T. Smaller maximums and minimums are found near 15 L.T.
and 12 L.T.

MaximU1Il. amounts of precipitation were recorded between 03-08 L. T. and
are 40-60% larger than the measured minimums found either at 12 L.T. or
between 21-24 L.T. Smaller afternoon and evening maximums are also
seen in the data except at Takaroa.

The findings of Inchauspe generally agree with those of the present
study. However, the afternoon and evening maximums were anomalous. It
is possible that the location of the Tuamotu Archipelago in relation to
the stations used (Figure 33) may be responsible for the afternoon peak.
The gre:at number of atolls together with the large areal coverage of
shallow lagoons associated with the atolls may act as a heat island.
Golden (1974) and Ma1kus (1957) both found that shoaling in the ocean
can cause such results. The evening maximum, which Inchauspe believes
is due to atmospheric warming by the ocea~ is not generally observed
in the data of this study, however.
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In his weather ship study Kraus (1963) noted the difficulties in

distinguishing between convective and non-convective precipitation. This

may cause the number of rain reports in each category to be altered some-

what. However, as seen in Table 5, his findings are very comparable to

those using the West Pacific data.

TABLE 5

Comparison of from 8-10 Years of July Night and Day Rain RE~ports

from 9 Ocean Weather Ships
from Kraus, 1963

Precipitation Category Number of Night Rain Number of Day Rain
Reports (21-06 L.T.) Reports (09-18 L.T.)

Convective Precipitation 283 (60%) 191 (40%)

Non-Convective 1141 (60%) 747 '~40%)Precipitation

All Precipitation 1424 (60%) 938 (40%)

No Precipitation 6341 (48%) 6828 (52%)
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In the study by Inchauspe it is difficult to see how the heating of

the atmosphere over the sea can cause an evening increase in precipitation

showers. Lavoie (1963) has stated that there is a heat flux from the

air to the sea in the afternoon. Therefore, the sea does not begin to

warm the lawest layers of the atmosphere until the evening. The rate of

the sensible heat flux, according to Warsh et al. (1972) reaches a max-

imum near s·l1nrise. Since the heating is cumulative, it is believed that

the main effects of this heating would be seen near sunrise. Lavoie (£E.

cit.) has indicated that this sensible heat transfer manifests itself in

a slight cloudiness increase, but that this has little or no effect on the

deep cumulus convection. Hence, rainfall over the open sea is probably

not increased by this type of heating. Thus, we believe the late after-

noon and evening peaks in Inchauspe's precipitation are a result of weaker

shower activity and are due to atoll lagoon solar heating.

3.3 Other Supporting Information for Diurnal Cycle of Deep Cumulus
Convection

Oceanic Observations. The following additional data sources also

lend much support to the prevalence of an oceanic morning maximum of

deep cumulus convection:

1) A new compositing of rawinsonde reports within and surrounding
West Pacific cloud clusters independent of the Ruprecht and Gray
(1974) cloud cluster rawinsonde composite as reported on page 2
gives additional verifying information in support of large dif
ferences in morning and early evening cluster mass convergence
divergence. These composites are shown in Fig.34 . They ·were
obtained from a current la-year rawinsonde composite study of
intensifying and non-intensifying cloud clusters being performed
by Zehr (1976). Diagram A of this figure shows OOZ vs. 12Z
kinematic determined divergence on a space scale of 40 for cloud
clusters which do not develop into tropical cyclones. Diagrams
Band C portray the same types of OOZ vs. 12Z divergence profile
relative to intensifying cloud clusters which later become
tropical storms. Diagram B represents the very early stages of
the cluster genesis when the maximum sustained cloud cluster
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Figure 34. OOZ vs. l2Z 40 average divergence profiles for three groups
of West Pacific cloud clusters. Diagram A is for non-inten
sifying cloud clusters, profiles Band Care clou3 clusters
which later develop into tropical cyclones. B is for clusters
whose maximum sustained winds are less than 10-12 m/sec, C
for clusters whose maximum sustained winds are approximately
20 m/sec.

winds are less than 12-15 m/sec. Diagram C represents the time
period when the cloud clusters have intensified to the stage
where their maximum sustained surface winds are approximately
20 m/sec. Note that in all three cases the strength of the
OOZ convergence-divergence pattern through the cluster is ap
proximately one-and-a-half to two times that of the l2Z circula
tion. These cluster mass flow differences should produce similar
magnitude differences in morning vs. evening Cb activity. They
add additional verifying evidence to the cluster and clear region
divergence profiles of Figs. 4 and 5 on page 5.

2) A kinetic energy study has recently been performed by Kung (1975)
using 130 days of rawinsonde data in a l50 x1So area in the Mar
shall Island region which was gathered in conjunctior. with the 1958
nuclear tests. He found that the integrated 1000-100 mb gen
eration of kinetic energy within the large scale disturbance~ of
this region was nearly three times larger at OOZ (0.33 watt/m )
than that at 122 (0.13 watt/m2). Also, the disturbance diver
gence of kinetic energy flux between 1000 and 100 mb was an ord~r

of magnitude larger at OOZ than at 122. As his lSoxJ.5° mean OOZ
vs. l2Z divergence values showed no significant diffE!rences, the
diurnal kinetic energy variations which he obtained nrost be
largely due to diurnal variability of the local region vertical
circulation.
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3) Trent and Gathman (1972) have made a massive observational study
of thunderstorm occurrence from surface ship observations over
the global oceans. Their data sample includes more than 7 million
surface vessel reports from 1949 to 1963. Unfortunately, they
stratified most of their reports in GMT rather than local time.
They did, however, stratify a portion of the data by local time.

As thunderstorms are more easily detectable by lightning dis
charge at night, their nighttime total far exceeded daytime
reports. Thus, one cannot accept their direct comparison of day
vs. night frequencies. It is possible, however, to compare their
18-24 L.T. vs. 00-06 L.T. nighttime thunderstorm occurrences
and their measured 06-12 L.T. and 12-18 L.T. daytime values.
Of 559,956 ocean ship reports which they stratified by local
tim~ thunderstorms were reported on approximately 1% of all ob
servations.

Table 6 lists the local time percentage occurrences in these
various six and twelve hour time segments. The much higher
late morning vs. afternoon and early morning vs. early evening
thunderstorm occurrences ~re obvious.

TABLE 6

Local Time Percentage Thunderstorm Occurrences

Nighttime Daytime All Morning vs.
Afternoon-Evening

06-12 vs. 12-18 00-12 vs. 12-24

62 38 64 36 63 37

4) Takeuchi and Nagatani (1974) studied sferics observations for
10 days from the Equator to the Fiji Islands, for 32 days_be
tween Japan and Guam, and for 7 days between the Philippine
Islands and Japan. They concluded:

"The diurnal variation of the ocean thunderstorm
activity shows different patterns as compared with
that of the ordinary land storm. The peak activity
of the oceanic storm appears in the time between
midnight and early in the morning."

5) Using data from the SMS/GOES geosynchronous satellite located
over the equator at 450W long., Martin (1974) found that cloud
clusters throughout the A-Scale GATE area typically
reached their maximum intensity near 06 L.T. This was accomp
lished by comparing the cluster appearance at various times
with its observed rate of growth.
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6) Weickmann and Long (1975) also have investigated rapidly expanding
cloud clusters in the GATE area with the use of geosynchronous
satellite dat:!a. These so-called "super novae" storms appeared
to expand 1-2 orders of magnitude in area in from 3-6 hours.
The vast majority of these expanding cluster cases (14 of 19)
occurred between 02-09 L.T.

7) Kidder and Vonder Haar (1976) are using 1.55 em microwave band
data from the Nimbus 5 satellite in attempting to esti~ate

liquid water content of the atmosphere over oceans. Oeserved
radiance temperatures are correlated with liquid water for 50
latitude-longitude squares near 00 and 12 L.T. daily. Prelim
inary findings indicate a larger (~60%) liquid water content
at 12 L.T. (result of morning convection maxima) than at
00 L.T. (~40% - result of evening convection minima).

8) Although for only 5 days, the recently reported diurnal varia
bility of radar echoes for disturbed conditions in the BOMEX
area by Hudlow (1975) - see Fig. 35 - also generally supports
this type of diurnal convective variability.

9) Holle's (1968a) radar echo statistics over the sea 40-100 n.m.
miles east of Miami support an over ocean morning peak of
convection. Figure 36 from his report is typical of other
months and in contrast with his over land measurements which
show strong late afternoon peaks in convection.

10) Nitta and Esbensen (1974) have also obtained significant diurnal
variation of tropospheric divergence over 5 days of undisturbed
conditions during the BOMEX project. Their variations occurred
through a deep l~yer ~f the troposphere and were of the magni
tude of ~ 3 x 10 6sec 1. Their hours of maximum relative upward
and downward velocity were approximately midnight afid noon,
which is about 6 hours earlier than the near sunrise peaks ob
served by other investigators. They concluded:

"The diurnal variations of the large-scale
horizontal divergence, large-scale vertical velocity
and wind over the Atlantic trade wind region are
examined. Maximum amplitude of the diurna!lvaria
tion of the vertical velocity is 1 mb hour which
is nearly half of the mean downward velocity under
the undisturbed weather situation (22-26 June, 1969).
The amplitude of diurnal variations in this study is
one order magnitude larger than that of the diurnal
tide obtained theoretically by Lindzen (1967) ...

The large amplitude of the diurnal variations in
the large-scale divergence field may affect the activity
of cumulus convection . . . . . Hudlow (1970) oetained
the average diurnal variation in radar echo occurrences
during the BOMEX period. A maximum in echo activity
is observed during early morning which is about 6 hours
later than the occurrence of the maximum upward motion.
The minimum echo activity occurs during midday which is
about 4 hours later than the occurrence of the maximum
downward motion."
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TI'opica1 Land Observations. Morning thunderstorm and/or rainfall

maxima c:Lre a frequent phenomenon at a number of tropical and sub-tropical

land st~ltions. This lends support to the observed oceanic diurnal cycle.

Frequently, as with the large island rainfall reports of Figures 19-22,

these morning maxima are present with another afternoon heating peak of

rainfall or thunderstorm activity. This has mislead many meteorologists

into attempts to associate these double maxima with the semi-diurnal or

S2 pressure wave which does not appear to be relevant. The separate

morning and afternoon convective peaks appear to be a result of different

phenomena (discussed in Paper II).

Recent surveys of tropical meteorology by Atkinson (1971) and

monsoon regions by Ramage (1971) have pointed out the often observed

nighttime or morning maxima of land station rainshowers and t':J.under-

storms. The following quotations from their reports further document

the existence of nighttime and morning rainfall and thunderstorm maxima.

From pages 6-26 and 6-27 of the Atkinson report:

"Contrary to popular opinion many tropical land stations do not
show a rainfall maximum during the afternoon period associated
with maximum surface heating. Instead, many tropical continental
stations show rainfall maximum during the nighttime hours" • . .

"Ramage (1952) also studied the diurnal variation of rainfall at
stations in East Asia during the summer months of May to August.
He found a morning maximum between 0700 and 1000 LST to be promi
nent at tropical and subtropical coastal stations of soc.theastern
China and southern Japan. Some coastal stations and all inland
stations also showed a maximum during the afternoon so c. pronounced
semi-diurnal rainfall variation was evident at many stations" . . .

'''The diurnal variation of monsoon rainfall frequency at 17 stations
in Sudan was analyzed by Pedgley (1969). Only one of the stations
\lTaS located on the coast; nevertheless, a wide variety of diurnal
rainfall types are found. An afternoon or early evening maximum
is dominant only at stations far removed from the Ethiopian
highlands" . . .
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"Cocheme and Franquin (1967) presented diurnal rainfall-frequE~ncy

variations for five inland stations in the semi-arid area of Africa
south of the Sahara. _ These stations also showed a distinct prefer-
ence for nighttime and early morning maxima. "

"Figure 6-21 (Figure 37 of this report) shows the diurnal variation
of rain.fall frequency at selected stations (10 stations) in SCluth
east Asia for the month with the maximum rainfall amount. All
statior..s except An-Xuyen on the extreme southern tip of South Vietnam
show the maximum frequency occurring sometime during the nighttime
hours . . . . Important fact to note from Figure 6-21 is that diurnal
variation in rainfall frequencies being at least double the minimum
frequen.cy at most stations."

Quoting now from the Ramage (1971) text:

"Except where mentioned below, nocturnal falls [of rainfall] are
significant and have been reported over Africa (Hamilton and
Archbold, 1945; Jeandidier and Rainteau, 1957), southern Asia
(Iyer and Dass, 1946; Iyer and Zafar, 1946; Narasimham and Zafar,
1947; Ramaswamy and Suryanarayana, 1950; Rao and Raman, 1959),
eastern Asia (Ramage, 1952), Indonesia (Braak, 1921-1929;
Preedy, 1966) and northern Australia (Southern, 1969). It is
tempting to try and relate this type of diurnal variation in the
summer monsoon circulation (Ramage, 1952), but perhaps the ex
planation offered by Jeandidier and Rainteau (1957) and earlier
suggested by the work of Refsdal (1930) will suffice until de
tailed studies are made. In a deep, strong convergent monsoon
current, considerable cloud persisting through the night and
morning inhibits insolation and development of a notable after
noon maximum. At night, radiational cooling from the tops and
reduced surface cooling beneath an extensive cloud system presum
ably increase instability, cloud depth, and rainfall. During
the day, radiational warming from the tops and reduced insola
tion at the surface presumably increase stability and consequently
decrease rainfall." (p. 110)

"A strange regime prevails along the southern slopes of Mount
Kilimanjaro (30 04'S, 370 22'E) during the southeast monsoon.
According to Thompson (1957), thick altostratus or nimbostratus
forms at night, giving widespread rains. Sometimes violent
thunderstorms develop from embedded cumulomimbus. By afternoon,
only scattered convective clouds remain." (p. 133).

Ramos (1975) has shown that the rainfall occurring with organized

rain systems around Petrolina in the center of the Northeast Brazil dry

zone occurs 'lnuch more frequently., up to 77% at some locations, in the

morning hours of 00-12 L.T. than in the 12-24 L.T. hQurs. Other
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researchers also report similar types of morning maxima in land precipi-

tation and thunderstorm activity.

Middle Latitude Nocturnal Convection. This oceanic diurnal cycle

should not be confined just to the tropics. It should also be detectable

over the middle latitude oceans. Kraus's (1963) data support this. It

should also be detectable over selected land areas in situations when

the daytime surface energy fluxes to the atmosphere do not dominate~.

These latter conditions occur more often over land in late autumn a.nd

winter. Lower winter solar angles and greater path length lead to a

larger ratic of troposphere to surface solar absorption and reduced. sur-

face heating. Land nocturnal convection maxima should also be dete:ctable

along coastal regions and in humid areas where the diurnal temperature

cycle is damped. Snow surface conditions also reduce the surface diurnal

temperature cycle.

Quoting from the beginning paragraph of Wallace's (1975) comprehen-

sive study cf diurnal precipitation variation over the U.S.:

"The documentation of the diurnal variability of rainfall has been
the topic of well over a hundred articles, some of which date back
to the middle of the 19th century. Ham (1901) attempted to syn
thesize the results of a large number of earlier investigations
in terms of the following interpretation, based upon a simple
geographical classification scheme:

(a) In regions with continental climates most of the pre
cipitation falls in convective showers during the afternoons
while over the open oceans and in coastal regions with marine
climates maximum rainfall occurs at night or during the
early morning hours.

(b) In some regions there are pronounced seasonal differences
in the character of the diurnal variability. Over much of
western Europe precipitation during the winter months ex
hibits a nocturnal rainfall maximum while during the summer
months the maximum occurs during the afternoon. Over parts
of the monsoon areas of the tropics there is a shift toward
morning maxima during the wet season."
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Speaking of wintertime precipitation and thunderstorms, Wallace (1975)

makes these additional comments;

" The 'heavy' precipitation events exhibit a pronounced diurnal
cycle with a nocturnal maximum over much of the northern and
~~d eastern part of the country. The maximum falls between 4 and
8 A.M. along most of the eastern seaboard and close to midnight
in much of the midwest. The amplitudes are small in comparison
t,o summer but over much of the northeast and the midwest they are
large enough to account for about a 2:1 ratio in the frequency
of heavy precipitation events between the times of maximum and
minimum. 11

"Most of the heavy precipitation events during winter are
associated with convective cells imbedded within frontal cloud
bands of cyclonic storms. A few of these cells are vigorous
enough to produce thunder. Thus, it is to be expected that the
frequency of winter thunderstorms should display a diurnal vari
ation similar to that of heavy precipitation. • • • • ."

"••••From a practical standpoint the most significant finding
that emerges from the analysis of the wintertime data is the
documentation of a substantial diurnal cycle in convective activ
ity with the highest frequency during the nighttime hours."

Excessive fall and winter IR cooling in the boundary lay€~r over land

and the. development of temperature inversions apparently acts to cause a

shifting of the morning convection maximum backward in time by a number

of hours. This may explain the propensity for wintertime thunderstorms

and hecLvy convection over the midwestern states to occur more between the

hours (If 23 to 03 L.T. (Wallace, EP,. cit.) rather than between 04-0BL.T.

as happens along the U. S. coastal areas which experience 1esB of a morn-

ing teDlperature decrease. Autumn and winter nocturnal cooling of the

boundal~ layer often develops negative buoyancy which prohibits cumulus

convection of any kind at hours around sunrise.

It is very tempting to see this similar type of extra nocturnal

vertic,ll mass recycling phenomenon in the following reported I~vents:

1) The higher frequency of winter nighttime and morning thunder
storms over afternoon and evening thunderstorms in the U.S.
Gulf Coast states and along the eastern seaboard up to New England
revealed in the thunderstorm data compiled by Rasmusson (1971).
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This data shows that the Gulf coast and eastern seaboard states
experience between 55-65% of their November to March thunder
sto~~ activity between the hours of 21 L.T. and 09 L.T. when
the daytime heating cycle is at a minimum. Only 35-45% of
thunderstorms occur between 09-21 L.T. when the daytime heating
cycle is most pronounced.

2) Grant et a1.' s (1974) report of sharp 04 L. T. early morning
maxima in wintertime Colorado mountain snowfall, and

3) Brinkmann's (1974) report of wintertime chinook winds at Boulder,
Colorado, occurring with much greater frequency during the night
time hours.

Is it possible that these middle latitude nocturnal convectivE~

events are produced by physical processes similar to the processes opera-

ting to generate tropical nighttime convection?

Summar". These multiple reports of nighttime and/or morning deep

convective maxima over land are so pervasive that it is highly unl:lkely

that they can all be related to day vs. night local or regional terrain

induced circulations (as might explain the U.S. midwestern summer noc-

turnal thunc.erstorm maxima) or by processes associated with land-se:a

breeze circulations. We believe that most of these over-land nocturnal

or early morning peaks of heavy convective activity are primarily due to

a physical phenomenon similar to that which produces peaks over the

oceans.

3.4 Conflicting Evidence

Expectations were raised at th~ onset of the GATE program that

similar large diurnal convective differences would be found. A consen-

sus of many scientists who had worked on the BOMEX was that the convec-

tive cells which were to be studied were very active near sunrise and

had often weakened by afternoon. However, when some select pieces of

GATE data were initially analyzed,such diurnal ranges were not always

observed. }larks (1974), for example, found little diurnal variation in
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mean maximum echo heights using radar from the ship Quadra (see Figure

38) and found the cloud coverage to be greatest in the afternoon. It

may be that this weathership' s proximity to Africa and its dO'iVnwind 10-

cation influenced the findings. When all of the GATE data is analyzed,

a significant diurnal range similar to that found in the Pacific may

yet be uncovered.

Other information recently furnished by J. Winston (1975) also

does not support large diurnal cloudiness variations. Using rnonth1y

averagl~d IR information from the NOAA III satellite, little indication

of a s:i.gnificant day-night difference in convection over the Pacific

was prl~sent. Because the diurnal differences are primarily a result

of Cb eonvection, they may have been largely smoothed out in the IR

analysis which cannot well resolve individual ctmlu1us elements.



4. DISCUSSION

The massive and multiple observational sources discussed in this

study (rainfall reports, rawinsonde wind data with its various kin~natic

and dynamic calculatione, satellite pictures, radar information, etc.)

singularly and together support the existence of a sizable diurnal 'vari

ation in dee? cumulus convection over most of the tropics and subtropics.

Although a morning maximum in oceanic and some land tropical shower rain

fall has bee~ qualitatively known to exist at a number of locations for

many years, this phenomenon has yet to be well documented as a gen~

eral global event or thought of as having as large' an amplitude as

here indicated.

The doc'~mentation of this large diurnal cycle in deep convection

has been hind.ered by a lack of a similar diurnal variation in low l,evel,

layered, or total cloudiness, or in the frequency of less intensive pre

cipitation. As deep cumulus convection is not a frequent phenomenon,

its diurnal variability has been difficult to observe over the oceans.

Island stations must have very long records before this diurnal peak

can be well established. The recent satellite observations with ability

to measure both day and night cloudiness have typically not been able

to resolve the individual deep cumulus elements or have had them obscured

by upper level cirrus shields. Their often reported statistical obser

verations of little diurnal variation of total cloudiness (the recent

report by Gruger, 1975, for instance) should not mislead one to conclude

that deep cumulus convection has a similar small diurnal amplitude. Cb

convection ~nd total cloudiness as measured by the satellite .£E. fro:~

surface observations !!!oftert~wellcorrelated. They should not be

directly related on an hour by hour basis.
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There appear to be three basic types of diurnal variatio:l of deep

cumulus convection in operation within the tropics and middle latitudes.

1. The typical afternoon-early evening maximum of cumuLls occur
ring over land areas in association with the solar haating
cycle. This is most pronounced the larger the range of
diurnal temperature change. Deserts and semi-arid ragions
where evapotranspiration rates are low and regions with ele
vated terrain are most apt to experience this type of diurnal
convective cycle. Nighttime and early morning surfa:e cooling
and development of low level temperature inversions prevent
convection at these times. This regime is most prevalent
during the summer. During the winter when the surfa:e heat
is smal~ nocturnal and morning convection maxima can occur
with the passage of well organized weather systems.

2. Oceanic convection regimes which typically have morning maxima and
late afternoon-early evening minima. There are little summer
and winter differences in this diurnal cycle.

3. Moist land areas where evapotranspiration rates are high and whe:re
the diurnal surface temperature cycle is supressed can,
depending on the weather conditions, experience either the
morning peaks of deep convection occurring with organized
weather systems or the afternoon-evening peaks associated
with afternoon surface warming. The morning peaks are
more frequent in winter, the afternoon peaks in summer.

It is planned that the next phase of this observational research

will concentrate on the diurnal variability of deep convection over the

Atlantic. The research project of Prof. Gray is presently gathering

twenty years of West Indies, Central America and Southeastern United

States rawinsonde and precipitation data to study this diurnal cycle

at another global location. The GATE data will also be carefully ana-

lyzed for similar deep convection diurnal differences. It is time that

a thor<ough global analysis of this phenomenon be accomplished.

Paper II proposes a physical model to explain these diurnal

variations in deep cumulus convection.
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ABSTRACT

This paper accepts as realistic the observational evidence of Paper
I on the large observed morning maximum and afternoon-evening minimum of
oceanic deep cumulus convection (also frequently observed over land).
It proposes that the radiation differences between the cloud regions and
the surrounding cloud free regions of tropical weather systems are a
fundamental driving mechanism of these systems. It also proposes that the
large diurnal range of deep convection is primarily a result of diurnal
differences in the radiational cooling profiles of cloud regions "ITS.

surrounding regions.

The atmosphere surrounding cloud regions adjusts to its larger radia
tional cooling at night by extra subsidence. 'T'hjs extra nighttime sub
sidence produces extra convergence into the cloud regions at low and
middle levels. During the day surrounding region subsidence warming
and cloud region convergence is substantially reduced. At upper levels
the cloud regions radiationally cool more at night but less during the
day than t::leir surrounding cloud-free regions. This acts in a comple
mentary fashion with conditions at lower levels to enhance upper level
cloud region nighttime divergence and reduce it during the day.

Reasons are given why this enhanced cloud region nighttime conver
gence-diveTgence relieves itself primarily by forming extra deep cumulus
clouds and not by changing lower and middle level cloudiness or light
precipitation. This day-night cloud region diurnal convergence cycle
often follows the radiational forcing with a time lag of 3-6 hours.

A comparison with previously hypothesized explanations for this
diurnal cycle is given. A discussion of the likely fundamental role
of radiation in tropical weather system maintenance and tropical cyclone
formation is advanced.
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1. ROLE OF RADIATION IN THE MAINENANCE OF TROPICAL WEATHER SYSTEMS

This paper accepts the observational evidence of Paper I on the

existence of a significant diurnal cycle in deep cumulus convecti.on over

most of tt.e global oceans and over many of the tropical and middle lati

tude land areas. The purpose of this paper is to emphasize the likely

fundamental role which cloud-cloud free radiational differences play in

the structure and maintenance of tropical and middle latitude weather

systems and to propose this as the physical explanation for the observed

diurnal cycle in oceanic deep cumulus convection.

Radiation vs. Condensation Energy Gain. It may appear surprising

to some readers that radiation and not condensation forcing is proposed

as the primary explanation of the cloud cluster vertical divergence

profile. The magnitudes of the cloud cluster condensation energy re

leases and the diurnal differences in condensation are approximately

three to five times larger than the radiational energy differences be

tween the cluster and its surroundings. Why then does radiation act as

the apparent primary driving mechanism for these clusters? The answer

to this question rests with the physics of how these two energy sources

manifest themselves.

Radiation is a static and direct energy source or sink. It varies

with temperature, humidity, the sun angle, and with the presence or

absence of cloud layers at other levels, etc. It is not directly related

to vertical motion and is always occurring. By contrast, condensation

energy release is directly tied to upward vertical motion. It typically

does not bring about direct environmental sensible temperature gains

but goes primarily into potential energy gains (Gray, 1973). The tro

posphere experiences warming due to condensation only as a consequence
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of compensating dry adiabatic sinking motion (Lopez t 1973). Much of

this compensating sinking motion occurs at locations removed frem the

cloud are~as. The subsidence warming occurring within the cloud areas

is largely expended in balancing the cloud region liquid water reevapor

ation due to cloud detrainment. Williams and Gray (1973) and Ruprecht

and Gray (1974) have demonstrated that the direct influence of the typical

40 diameter cluster condensation (equivalent to 1000-1500 calories/cm2

per day) on cluster sensible temperature change is nearly zero. Cluster

cumulus clouds typically exert only a very small sensible heat change

upon the cluster itself. Most cumulus condensation energy is exported

to the surrounding regions to balance the outer subsidence. Cloud cluster

minus surrounding cloud-free region radiation induced energy differences

can thus be considerably larger than those directly produced ~ condensa

tion ~ming. It then appears feasible that cloud cluster condensation

may occur more in response to radiational influences than the other way

around.

Radiation Produced Vertical Circulations. Albrecht antl Cox (1975)

have recently discussed the significant role of daily average IR radia

tion in producing divergence differences between the cloud regions of

an assumed easterly-wave trough (so-called perturbed area) and the up

and dOWTlstream ridge regions of this wave which are assumed to be largely

cloud-free (designated unperturbed areas). Their trough region clouds

were taken to be typical of conditions in the Line Island area. They

assumed variable cloud tops between 400-250 mb which are significantly

lower than the typical West Pacific cloud cluster tops of 150-250 mb.

Their p.~rturbed minus unperturbed vertical radiational forcing and re

sultant wind divergence profiles are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Note the
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magnitud l= and sign of the radiation induced divergence in their perturbed

region. Following Reed and Recker (1971) they assumed that the mean

distance between their perturbed and unperturbed regions was ~ 2000 km t

or about 2-3 times larger than our observed typical cluster to clear

region distance scale of Paper I. Had their assumed wavelength (between

perturbed and unperturbed areas) been shorter by a factor of 2-3, their

radiation induced divergence values would have consequently been 2-3

times la.rger. Their analysis of the wind adjustment to radiational in

frared (IR) energy forcing indicates that daily average IR radiation dif

ferences between cloud and cloud-free regions can exert a powerful in

fluence on the cloud region vertical motion.

Their results indicate that the upper layered clouds of organized

weather systems are largely opaque to infrared (IR) energy penetration.

They prevent upward IR energy loss from lower layers and produce a net

flux convergence of IR energy in the layers underneath the cloud tops.

At the cirrus top level the situation is reversed. Downward energy pro

pagation from levels above the clouds is quite small and th~ IR loss at

the cloud tops is large. A large net flux divergence of IR energy re

sults. By contrast, the upper levels of the surrounding cloud-free

regions are able to absorb IR energy propagating upward from lower levels.

These upper level cloud free areas radiatively cool through IR energy

loss at rates significantly less than those of upper cluster cloud

shields. At lower levels, however, the cloud-free regions radiative1y

cool at rates significantly greater than the cluster regions.

Figure 3 portrays the estimated values of the daily average IR

radiation induced temperature change within the typical West Pacific

summertime cloud cluster with a thick cirrus shield and within the sur

rounding cloud-free regions as derived by the author from discussion
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with S. C021: (1975) and from information of his quoted radiation pa.pers

(Cox, 1969G~, 1969b, 1971a, 1971b, 1973). Note the sizable differe:nce

in radiation induced IR energy flux at all levels between the clou.d

cluster with thick cirrus and in the surrounding clear regions. It is

hypothesize:d that these cloud cluster and surrounding region radia.tional

differences are primarily responsible for the cloud cluster or tropical

weather systems maintenance. The observation of a rather uniform con-

vergence pattern in the cloud cluster from the surface to 400 mb as

found by Williams and Gray (1973), Ruprecht and Gray (1974), Yanai et a1.

(1973) and Reed and Recker (1971) would argue more for the role of a
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1
radiational rather than a boundary layer frictional convergence or CISK

mechanism.

Although boundary layer frictional convergence is quite important

for maintenance of low level mass and water vapor convergence a~d in the

initiation of cloud shields, it appears that the later cloud cluster

structure and maintenance cannot be explained without invoking another

physical mechanism to explain the deep layer convergence. Once low level

relative vorticity is present and cloud shields are produced, it appears

that cloud-cloud free radiational forcing takes over and is the primary

mechanism for cluster organization and maintenance. It is obvious that

the cloud cluster boundary layer convergence can account for only 20-25%

of the total mass convergence into the cluster (see Figures 4 and 34 of

Paper I). Multi-day conservatism of organized tropical disturbances is

well known. This weather system organization cannot be explain.ed solely

by the concentration of cluster low level vorticity. The vorticity with-

in the cloud cluster is not substantially different than that j.n its

surrounding region. By contrast, the radiational energy differences be-

tween the cluster and its surroundings are substantial.

It is important that much more attention be given to the likely

influence of radiation as a basic dynamic forcing function for weather

systems which exist in conditions of weak baroclinicity. In a recent

numerical modeling study Pelissier (1975) has also hypothesized cloud

and cloud free radiational differences as being the fundamental mechan-

ism to the development and maintenance of sub-tropical upper-tropospheric

cold-core cyclones. These cloud-free cyclones form only in the summer

1conditiona1 Instability of the E..econd !fnd as defined by Charney
and Eliassen (1964).
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in conditions of very weak vertical wind shear. Cloud regions ~cist at

the periphery of these cyclones. When the large scale baroc1inieity

fields are weak, cloud and cloud-free radiational differences can be

come a primary source of available potential energy.

Cloud Cluster Divergence profile and Deep Convection Linkag~. Why

and how are variations in the 900-400 mb convergence into the cloud

cluster related to variations in deep cumulus convection or Cb ac.tivity?

The author believes that this above boundary layer mass convergence into

the cluster can be thought of as going primarily into Cb downdrafts. The

more cluster 900-400 mb mass convergence, the more downdraft mass there

is to penetrate into the cluster boundary layer, and consequently the

more mass to support additional boundary layer Cb growth. The 900-400 mb

convergence into the cloud cluster also brings more water vapor into the

cluster to support the extra vapor losses from additional Cb rainfall.

Williams and Gray (1973) have previously demonstrated that about 60%

of the water vapor convergence into the average cloud cluster OCClLlrs above

the 900 mb level. Other research at CSU on the tropical cloud cluster

by Gray (1973), and Ruprecht and Gray (1974) has demonstrated that the

up-and-do~3 vertical circulation at the top of the average cloud cluster

boundary layer is an order of magnitude larger than the mean upward

motion at :~his level.

To balance simultaneous mass, moisture, and energy budgets for the

average cloud cluster it is necessary to hypothesize that most of the

mass convergence above 900 mb goes into accelerating downdrafts which

penetrate tnto the boundary layer. The mass entrainment and detrain

ment into and out of the cumulus updrafts between 900-400 mb is bE~lieved

to be primarily a self cancelling process. Mass detrainment from shallow

cumulus feed the extra entrainment into the deeper cumulus, etc.
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The relatively dry and low ee air converging between 400-9(0 mb

does not reduce the cumulus buoyancy if it is not entrained into the

cumulus tlpdrafts but instead goes to feed the cluster accelerating down

drafts. In addition, the cluster divergence occurs at the cirrus levels

and must be compensated for by upward vertical motion from lower tropo

spheric levels. The vertical stability of the middle and upper levels

dictates that the mass replacement for the cirrus divergence cmnes not

from the middle levels where 8e values are quite low but rather from Cb

clouds whose roots are mostly below 900 mb.

If these conceptual views of the tropical cloud cluster are approx

imately correct" then a direct relationship between the intensity of the

cloud cluster radiational developed deep inflow convergence from 900 mb

to 400 rrili and the number of Cbs and intensity of Cb convection rainfall

should be expected. The greater the strength of the mass circulation

through the cloud cluster, the more frequent and/or intense should be

the Cb rainfall.



2. DIURNALLY VARYING RADIATIONAL COOLING PROFILES

The differences in rates of radiation energy loss-gain withi.n the

cloud cluster and in the surrounding clear or partly cloudy regions un

dergo considerable day-night variations.

Day-Night Variation in Cirrus Radiation Energy Loss-Gain. The IR

radiation energy changes within the cirrus shield do not undergo signi

ficant diurnal changes. There are however, significant differences in

solar energy gain.

The c,pacity of Cb produced cirrus clouds to solar energy is very

much larger than that of cirrus produced by the large scale vertical

motion processes associated with middle-latitude storm systems. The

latter are, to a considerable degree, transparent to solar energy while

the former can become almost totally opaque to solar energy. Active Cb

convection often produces Cb shields which attenuate nearly all of the

incoming solar energy.

Assuming that our typica 1 cloud cluster produces cirrus clouds be

tween the levels of 150-250 rob and that a third of the incoming solar

energy not reflected or scattered back to space is absorbed within the

150-250 mb layer, a considerable solar energy gain to these upper cloud

cluster l~,ers can result. The enhanced absorption of solar energy

within the cirrus is produced by the large increase in path length of

the incoming radiation due to scattering by the frozen cirrus particles

and to some absorption by these frozen particles. Assuming a 70% albedo

off of the cluster cirrus shield and penetrating Cb cloud tops, and

assuming incoming solar energy of 800 ly/IO hours, then the resulting

150-250 rob energy gain would be 80 ly/IO hours. This would give a layer
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warming of tU 3.ZoC/lO hours. This energy gain is of a magnitude. larger

than the expected lo5-Z.00 C/lO hours IR rate of energy loss in the cirrus

shield.
Z

A positive cirrus shield radiation energy gain should thus be

expected during daylight hours. As the saturation vapor contents of the

air with respect to ice at these upper levels are quite low (tU 0.Z5 g/kg

at Z50 mb, tU 0.08 g/kg at ZOO mb, and 'V 0.03 g/kg at 150 mb) any evap-

oration or phase change cooling must be extremely small, certainly no

more than tU ~oC/lO hours which is insignificant. In addition, 1:he energy

loss due to horizontal mass convergence and/or ventilation out of the

cirrus layer will be small due to the observed weak temperature gradient

between the cluster and its surrounding region. Thus, if thick semi-

opaque cirrus is present to the extent that 10% of the incoming solar

energy is absorbed in this layer, a cancelling of the IR radiation loss

and a slight net radiation energy gain to the cirrus layer should be

expected during the daylight hours.

Fleming and Cox (1974) have estimated similar but weaker daytime

cirrus warming (See Figure 4) from less absorbent cirrus shields than

are to be expected over organized West Pacific cloud clusters.

~-Night Variations in Clear or Partly Cloudy Regions. The c1oud-

free troposphere undergoes continuous radiational cooling. At night

when no solar heating is available, this radiational cooling iE~ nearly

twice as large as in the daytime (see Dopplick, 1974 and Cox's refer-

ences, also Figure 5). Because the troposphere rapidly responds to

ZThe cirrus shield is assumed to be a composite, one with variable
tops between l50-Z50 mb. Cb penetrations of the cirrus shield and
layer divergence should produce enough mixing such that the narrow lay
er of intense radiational cooling just at the top of the cirrus can be
expected to mix and cool throughout a deeper layer.
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these day vs. night radiational differences, they only partially manifest

themselves in proportional day to night observable temperature and

pressure·-thickness changes.



3. PHYSICAL HYPOTHESIS FOR OBSERVED DIURNAL CYCLE

If the radiational differences between the cloud cluster and its

surrounding region are indeed a primary energy source for the cloud

cluster vertical divergence profile, then, because of the nearly two to

one night vs. day differences in the cloud cluster and the clear region

radiational cooling, one should expect substantial day vs. night dif

ferences in the cluster vertical divergence profile. Since these day

vs. night divergent differences are observed in the composited wind data

then additional supporting evidence for the hypothesis of radiational

forcing of cloud clusters is available.

The author believes that the diurnal deep convective cycle is a

result of the regional vertical recycling response of the troposphere

to day vs. night radiational differences between cloud areas and the

cloud-free regions which surround them. To the author's knowledge this

mechanism ':las not been previously proposed. He believes that thi13 is

quite probably the primary physical mechanism for the large obsen"ed

morning to evening differences in deep cumulus activity.

The day vs. night radiational differences between the cloud cluster

and the surrounding cloud-free areas at cirrus levels are such that a

greater oucward pressure gradient is developed at night than is plresent

during the day. The reverse situation exists in the middle and lower

troposphere where at night there develops a greater inward directE~d

pressure gradient to the cluster than occurs during the day. The cluster

clear region radiational differences of the upper troposphere thus act

opposite to the radiational differences of the middle and lower tropo

sphere. Each will now be discussed separately.

64
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~ar Tropospheric Considerations. It is assumed that the area

around the cloud cluster has a radiation budget similar to that of our

clear regions. The upper levels of the cluster have greater rates of

radiational energy gain during the day and loss at night than do the

surrounding clear regions at these levels. This day-night radiational

energy reversal is portrayed in Figure 6.

It is assumed that near and above 100 mb there are no significant

differences in the height gradients between the cluster and surrounding

areas although the absolute value of these heights rises during the day

and lowE~rs at night. Thus, the extra nighttime IR cooling off the top

of the cirrus layers between 150-250 mb results in pressure-thi.ckness

decreases and consequent rises in the pressure surfaces relati,re to the

surrounding cloud-free areas. The smaller nighttime cooling rates in

the surrounding clear regions yield less 150-250 rob thickness reduction.

The surrounding pressure surfaces are thus lowered relative to those of

the c1u:':lter. A larger nighttime outward cloud cluster height gradient

and oUDNard mass divergence is established.

During the day these radiation processes are reversed. Solar warm

ing increases the temperature in the top layers of the cloud cluster

more than in the surrounding cloud free regions. The pressure thickness

es are increased more over the cluster than in the surrounding regions.

These thickness increases within the upper cirrus levels cause a rela

tive bulging down of the cluster pressure surfaces compared with those

of the surrounding regions. This causes a weakening of the daytime out

ward cluster pressure gradient and mass divergence.

Middle and Lower Tropospheric Variations. At these levels the

cluster and surrounding region relative radiational energy losses are
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Figure 6. Estimated typical day and.night net radiational warming
within the cloud cluster and in the surrounding clear or
mostly clear regions.

reversed from those occurring at the cirrus levels. The upper cloudiness

of the cluster protects its middle and lower levels from significant IR

energy IOES or solar energy gain. The day and night cluster radiational

losses are. small and about equal. The surrounding cloud free areas,

however, experience nearly two to one day vs. night differences in their

radiations.l losses at middle and lower levels. The surrounding region

pressure thicknesses decrease at night and bulge upward relative to the

cluster pressure surfaces. This enhances nighttime low level mass con-

vergence into the cluster and compensates for the extra nighttime mass

divergence from the cluster at cirrus levels. During the day, the extra

solar warming surrounding the cluster increases these pressure-thicknesses

more than those of the cluster. The surrounding region pressure surfaces

bulge downward relative to the cluster surfaces. This decreases the
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inward cluster pressure gradient. The daytime inward mass convergence

is consequently reduced. This weaker daytime convergence also compensates

for the 1,)'eaker daytime divergence from the cluster at, cirrus le'Tels.

Figure 7 portrays estimated cluster minus surrounding clea:c region

daytime (left figure) and nighttime (right figure) radiational ':nergy

gain-loss differences. Notice that at middle and lower tropospheric

levels the daytime radiational energy differences between the cluster

and its surroundings are but half of the nighttime values. At the cirrus

levels the cluster and surrounding radiational energy differences re

verse themselves.

Figpre 8 portrays the author's conceptual view of the typical day

and night slope of the pressure surfaces within and surrounding cloud

clusters. Note that the lower stratosphere (~ 80 mb) pressure surface

warms and rises during the day (dashed curve) and sinks at night (solid

curve), but the cluster-surrounding region pressure gradient is hypothe

sized not to experience a significant diurnal variation. Belml this

level, however, the cluster cloudiness induces significant day vs. night

differences in the slopes of the pressure surfaces.

Thus, it appears that day vs. night differences in cloud ,~luster

and surrounding region solar absorption can produce a significant diurnal

modulation of the cluster inward-outward height gradients and conse

quently the cluster mass divergence profiles.

Possible Stratospheric Influence. Although not included as a pri

mary factor in this discussion, it is likely that the high percentage

of back scattered and reflected solar energy off the tops of the cloud

clusters (here assumed to be 70%) produces an extra stratosph€~ric energy

gain above the cloud cluster which is not present over the cloud-free
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areas. This would likely lead to a daytime thickness increase of the

stratospl1eric pressure surfaces and reduction of the upper level cluster

daytime outward height gradients. This would reduce the daytime upper

level cluster divergence. These stratospheric daytime warmings are

difficult to detect because of the complicating influence of the Cb

overshoot cooling and the time lag between the deep convection and the

radiational forcing (to be discussed). Nevertheless t this influence t

if significant t should act in the same sense as the tropospheric solar

radiational influences to reduce the cluster daytime upper level out

ward pressure gradient and divergence.



4. SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

Although difficult to measure accurately, observed cloud cluster

surrounding region OOZ vs. 12Z pressure thickness and height gradients

generally support this diurnal radiational difference argument. Only a

portion of the radiation-specified cluster minus surrounding region

energy dif~:erences are observed as temperature differences. This indi

cates that the atmosphere is responding to most of these radiationa11y

forced temperature differences with compensating vertical circulations.

In addition, the OOZ vs. 12Z differences in the height gradients hetween

the cloud e1uster and its surroundings support a substantial difference

in OOZ vs. 12Z cluster convergence-divergence. OOZ vs. 12Z differences

in regiona:~ vertical circulation are negligible, indicating that the

diurnal variations in cloud cluster and surrounding region vertical cir

culation are mutually compensating. The diurnally varying divergence

profile is of comparable magnitude with the daily average divergence

profile.

Diurnal Variations in Clear Region Pressure-Thickness. Diurnal

variations of temperature and pressure thickness are difficult to mea

sure accurately. However, the composited rawinsonde data of tropical

clear region OOZ vs. 12Z pressure-thickness changes show that these

thickness ehanges are substantially less than those which would bE! pre

scribed by radiational cooling alone. This indicates that the C1E!ar

atmosphere subsidence is larger at night than during the day. This sub

sidence cancels out most of the daily net radiational energy 10SSE!S of

the clear regions and a significant portion of the day to night di.ffer

ences in n,diationa1 cooling.

70
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Theoretical Radiation Specified and Observed Clear Region
12 Hour Thickness Changes in Meters

Layers Radiation Forced
12-Hour Thick
ness Changes

Observed Difference in 002-122 or 122-00Z
Thickness

Day Night West Pacific West Indies ClecLr Region
Ave. Ave. Clear Region Clear Region Surrounding

the Typhoon

300-500 mb -9 -17 + 7 + 4 + 5

500-850 mb -8 -14 + 4 + 4 + 1

300-850 mb -17 -31 + 11 + 8. + 5

Table 1 compares clear region radiational induced night and day

pressurl=-thickness changes to observed changes. The first two columns

show the thickness changes which would result from radiational cooling

alone. The last three columns show the observed clear region I)OZ and

l2Z thickness difference from our composited rawinsonde data (these

compositing techniques are discussed in reports of Williams. and Gray

(1973), Ruprecht and Gray (1974), Zehr (1976) and Frank (1976». The

exact magnitudes of the observed clear region thickness differences are

subject to some error since the OOZ and l2Z soundings do not occur at

sunrise and sunset. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the observed

clear region l2-hour thickness changes are substantially less than the

l2-houI' radiation specified changes. Often the observed and radiation

specified changes are of opposite sign.

If the troposphere did not respond to day vs. night differences in

net radiation, the observed OOZ and 122 thickness differences would be

considl~rably larger than the values shown. Instead, the troposphere

appears to selectively adjust itself to most of its night and day radia-

tional energy losses. The larger nocturnal radiationaJ coolLlg in the
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cloud-free, areas is mostly compensated for by extra subsidence warming

and increa.sed lower tropospheric mass divergence. This produces extra

nighttime convergence into the adjacent cloud areas. During the day,

solar heating is available in the cloud-free areas to compensate for

40-50 percent of the infrared (IR) cooling. The horizontal low level

mass convergence into and out of the cloud clusters is consequently

lessened.

Diurr.al Variation of Cluster Minus Surrounding Region Pressure

Thickness. Table 2 (left column) lists the night and day l2-hour thick

ness change differences between various pressure levels which would re

sult from radiational cooling differences between the cloud cluster and

the surrounding clear regions as estimated from Figure 6. These cluster

minus surrounding rad1ation induced thickness change differences are

considerably larger than the observed cluster minus surrounding region

thickness changes between OOZ and l2Z for four classes of weather systems

in the West Pacific and in the West Indies (right columns of this table).

Although these measured l2-hour thickness differences are subject to

instrument inadequacies and are not taken at the hours which would show

maximum ra.diational influences (sunrise and sunset), they do indicate

that the cbserved cluster minus surrounding region thickness gradients

are considerably weaker than the cluster minus surrounding thickn.ess

gradients which would occur if the full day and night radiational for

cing differences were to manifest themselves. It is suggested that

these radiational forcing differences establish horizontal pressure ac

clerations and vertical circulation changes which feed-back and cancel

out a large portion of the radiation specified gradients.



TABLE 2

Comparison of Expected and Observed Magnitude of Cloud Cluster Minus Surrounding Region
12-Hour Thickness Changes Between 850-100 mb in Meters Per 12 Hours

Layers Expected magnitude of 12-hour
cluster minus surrounding re
gion thickness changes pre
dicted from radiation data of
Figure 6.

Magnitude of observed l2-hour difference in cloud cluster
and surrounding region thickness change (00Z-12Z, or l2Z-00Z)

100-200 mb

300-500 mb

500-850 mb

Day Average

+16

+7

+6

Night Average

-22

+12

+11

Non-developing Non-developing Intensifying Typhoons
West Pacific West Indies cloud
clusters clusters clusters

+ 8 + 6 +5 + 8 "w

+ 1 + 3 + 3 + 3

+ 3 + 4 0 + 1
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This response to the radiational forcing does not balance all of

the cloud and cloud-free radiation induced thickness differences, how

ever. Some diurnal variations in the cluster-clear region height gra

dients do occur, and these height gradient differences produce ttle day

night differences in divergence-convergence.

OOZ vs. l2Z Height Gradients. Observed OOZ vs. l2Z West Paeific

cloud cluster outward height gradients are shown in Figure 9. Gradients

ate shown from the cluster center out to SO radius. Note the large

diurnal difference in the outward 150-250 mb height gradient fronl cloud

cluster ce~nter to 40 radius. Also note the slightly larger inward pres

sure gradi.ents at middle and low levels at DOZ.

Note the OOZ vs. l2Z reversal of pressure gradient at 100 mb com

pared with those of the 150-300 mb le-vels. The cross-over level of no

OOZ vs. lLZ slope difference must be somewhere between 100 and 150 mb.

It is to be expected that some convergence occurs near the 100 mb level

or above to balance the overshooting Cb tops.which entrain mass and then

collapse back into the cirrus shields.

Althe,ugh the accuracy of the upper level heights is often questioned

due to the~ possible errors resulting from addition of systematic instru

ment inaccuracies, there may not be significant errors in the day vs.

night differences in the gradients of these pressure-heights. They are

believed to be generally correct. Similar OOZ vs. l2Z height gradients

have been obtained from other independent cloud cluster data sets: which

we are currently processing.

Table: 3 lists observed OOZ (10 L.T.) minus l2Z (22 L.T.) hei.ght

gradient differences between the cluster center and 4
0

radius at several

pressure levels (column A). This table shows the resulting OOZ minus
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Figure 9. Comparison of observed
OOz and l2z outward
height gradients of pres
sure surfaces from the
cloud cluster center
to the SO radius sur
rounding region.

l2Z outward pressure accelerations (column B). The resulting outward

radial wind changes per 6 hours (column C) and divergence changes per

6 hours: (column D) which would occur if these OOZ and 12Z height gra-

dient differences were acting are also shown. Note that these diver-

gence differences qualitatively agree with the observed OOZ VEl. 12Z

diffeTEmces in divergence (column E) as indicated in Figure 4 of Paper

T, but their magnitudes are larger at upper levels. Undoubtedly other

influences, such as the feed-back of the Cb convection, are aeting to



TABLE 3

Observed OOZ Minus l2Z Differences in Mean Outward Height Gradients between the Cluster Center
and its 40 Radius and Resulting Outward Accelerations and 6-Hour1y Wind and Divergence Changes

Pressure A H C D E
Level Cluster Center Outward Acceler- Outward Wind Div. Change per 00Z-12Z Observed
(mb) Minus 40 Radius ation Differences Change per 6-hr 6-hrs. from out- Divergence

Height ClZ from this acceler. ward acceleration Differences
(-~)

(m) (in 10-3cm/sec2) Cm/sec) (10-6sec- l ) (10-6sec-l)

100 -6 -11 -2.4 -11 Inflow -3

150 17 39 8.4 38 7

200 10 23 5.0 23 7

250 8 18 3.9 18 Outflow 7 "C'\

300 4 9 1.9 9 6

400 3 7 1.5 7 2

500 -2 -5 -1.1 -5 -1

600 -2 -5 -1.1 -5 -2

700 a a a a -3

800 -2 -5 -1.1 -5 -4

850 -3 -7 -1.5 -7 Inflow -4

900 -2 -5 -1.1 -5

I
-4

950 -6 -14

1000 -2 -5 -1.1 -5

I
-4
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reduce t~he direct influence of these day-night differences in o\ltward

height gradient. Nevertheless, the level by level signs and relative

magnitudes of the OOZ vs. 12Z height gradient differences appear to agree

well with observed diurnal convergence differences.

Because this diurnal modulation of the height patterns occurs through

the depth of the troposphere, it manifests itself primarily in an altera

tion in the number and/or intensity of cumulonimbi and heavy rain

showers. The more readily observable shallower cumulus and middle and

lower le~el layered clouds show much less of a diurnal cycle. This is

why the diurnal deep convection cycle has yet to be well established;

i.e., it has been difficult to measure properly from long record oceanic

surface reports and low resolution satellite pictures.

~ional Mass Compensation. Another important question to be con

sidered is whether the upward mass transport in the cloud clusters is

regionally compensated for by subsidence in the surrounding cloud-free

areas 01~ rather results from broader scale Continental-Oceanic mass

adjustml:lnts. It has been implied previously (e.g. Nitta and Esbensen,

1974; Wallace and Hartranft, 1969) that continental-oceanic heating dif

ferences may be a primary cause for the observed oceanic diurn,al cycle

in convection. Thus, the day vs. night vertical motion patterns of the

continents and the oceans ought to be about 12 hours out of phase with

maximum daytime continental convection. This would imply that a large

portion of the mass compensation for the oceanic vertical motion might

be due to a diurnal macro-scale continent and ocean oscillation. In

the West Pacific this was not found to be the case.

Figure 10 gives an idealized view of the typical arrangement of

tropicac1 cloud clusters (ru 40 in diameter). clear regions, anf the variable
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Figure 10. ' An idealized cloud cluster
with its environment plan
view.

Figure 11. Net divergEmce in
200 square ..

cloud regions between them. Two rectangular areas around the cluster

with sides of 12
0

and 200 of latitude are shown. The composited rawin-

sonde data from stations around each cluster and within each shell

were combined and analyzed for over 1000 cloud clusters and 500 elear

regions. Paper I discusses the type of rawinsonde compositing plcocedures

which werl~ used.

The 200 square contains cloud clusters, clear regions, and 'Tariable

cloud regions. By combining all rawinsonde data around the cloud clusters

and clear regions the mean divergence pattern for the areas 200 on

a side can be found. This is shown in Figure 11. It indicates 1that

mass circulations within a 200 square are almost entirely locally com-

pensated for at each time period. No detectable OOZ vs. l2Z upward or

downward n.et mass circulation is observed. Mass compensation for the
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OOZ and 12Z differences in cluster divergence does not thus CODle from

great horizontal distances, but is, to a large extent, regionally com

pensated for. Macro-scale continental-oceanic influences do not appear

to be the primary cause of these observed OOZ vs. l2Z vertical motion

differences.

Kung (1975) has also indicated that no significant differtmces exist

between OOZ and 12Z mean vertical motions averaged over a 150 by 150

area in the Marshall Island region from like composites of raw:insonde

data for 130 days. This occurred despite his large calculated 3 to 1

excess of OOZ over 12Z kinetic energy generation and export within the

individual large scale disturbances. The mean upward and dOWlllrlard cir

culations of the Hadley, Walker and continental-oceanic circulations are

quite w,eak and steady in comparison with the diurnally varying up-and

down cloud-cloud free local circulations. A large diurnal variation of

the local circulation does not mean there is a similar percentage diurnal

variation in the regionally averaged circulations.

Hourly Changes in Clear Region Sinking Motion. Figure 12 shows the

850-500 mb clear region IR cooling profile as calculated by Cox (1973)

for summer conditions at the island of Guam. The average daily solar

warming as calculated by Dopplick is also shown. By adding the solar

and IR curves together, a daytime average net tropospheric cooling pro

file is obtained. This is significantly less than the nighttime cooling

profile when the solar warming is not included. If Reynolds ~t al. (1975)

are correct in their findings that Dopplick's solar heating rates for

the tropics may be too small, this difference between day and night

cooling would be even larger. However, for the present study these

curves are assumed to give the approximate values for tropical clear

regions and for the typical regions surrounding the cloud clusters.
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Figure 12, Radiative cooling (850-500 mb) at Guam during the summer.

The hourly solar heating rate was calculated from tropical temper-

ature, mo:Lsture, and ozone values which were inserted into a mnnerical

model supplied by S. Cox. Solar heating was calculated at 50 mb inter-

vals for l~very hour from sunrise (assumed to be 06 L. T.) to local noon.

This heattng rate was assumed to be symmetrical about local noon with

sunset occurring at 18 L.T. After averaging these solar heating rates

between 850 and 500 mb, they were plotted as shown in diagram a of

Figure 13" The daily average of this solar curve is the same as that

found frot:l Dopplick's data. By adding the IR cooling and solar heating

rates, the total hourly net radiational cooling curve is found as por-

trayed in this same diagram.

This hourly net cooling curve indicates how the atmospheric tempera-

ture would vary if radiation was the only influence involved. To find

the actual temperature variations 3, 6, and 12 hour thickness changes

between 850 and 500 mb for various stations in the West Pacific and West

Indies were calculated. We also used the special 6-hour rawinsonde
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Figure 13. Calculated 850-500 mb typical hourly changes
occurring in a clear region surrounding the usual cloud
cluster of:

Solar and IR heating rates,

Hourly layer temperature deviations from the
daily layer average as derived from observed
thickness changes,

Observed layer heating rate, and

Required clear region sinking warming to
simultaneously account for the observed layer
temperature changes and the radiaticn induced
temperature changes.

data taken during the nuclear testing operations in the Marshall Islands

of May, June, and July 1956 and 1958, supplied to us by Prof. E. Kung.

Extra thickness values could also be determined from a utilization of

the change in rawinsonde release time in 1957 from 03Z and l5Z to OOZ

and l2Z. 850 mb and 500 mb height data were chosen because they were

nearly always available and because it was thought that any land heating

influences exerted by the larger islands would not extend to these

levels.
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These pressure-thickness values were calculated from the hej~ght

differences for each station for each time period. At least two months

of data WE~re taken from each station. The mean thickness for eaeh station

was found along with the average hourly deviations at each reporting

time. These inter-daily thickness deviations were then coverted into

temperatures and were plotted as hourly deviations from the daily mean

of all stations. Diagram b of this figure depicts the smooth CUl~e

drawn through these thickness determined 850-500 mb hourly temperature

changes. From the time rate of thickness change, the actual or observed

diurnal heating rates within the 500-850 mb layer can be determined.

These are shown in diagram c of this figure. Note that between 05-15 L.T.

the layer is warming, while between 15-05 it is cooling.

By subtracting the net radiational cooling rate from the actual or

observed heating rate, the required hourly clear region compressjLonal

sinking warming can be determined. This is portrayed in diagram d.

Notice the larger sinking warming required during the morning hours in

contrast \1ith the smaller amounts of sinking required in the late after

noon and early evening. Although these calculations probably overesti

mate the real diurnal variation in clear region sinking, they do indi

cate that significant morning vs. evening differences in clear rE~gion or

partly cloudy region sinking motion are to be expected. These diurnal

sinking patterns agree qualitatively with observed heavy and ve~r heavy

rain patterns.

Following our findings on the local region mass compensation as dis

cussed in the previous section, we believe this enhanced morning sinking

motion in the clear regions around the cloud cluster areas relieves it

self in extra convergence into the cloud areas and in enhanced dE!ep

cumulus convection.
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Comparison of Diurnal vs. Daily Average Radiational Forcin~. If

a diurnally varying short wave radiational profile is superimposed on

the Albrecht and Cox daily average IR profile with the proper corrections

for their lower cloud heights and larger horizontal scale, a diurnally

varying cloud cluster divergence profile would likely result.

Figure 14 gives a level by level comparison of our inferred cloud

and cloud free radiational forcing with the IR daily average rc.diational

forcing as determined by Albrecht and Cox. These can be interpreted as

the cloud region or perturbed area radiation forcing. Curve 1 gives

daily average values of cluster minus surrounding clear region rate of

radiational induced temperature change as derived from Figure 3. Here

the day vs. night net radiational cooling in the cirrus tops largely can

cels itself. Curve 2 portrays Albrecht and Cox's (1975) trough (i.e.

perturbl:!d) minus ridge (non-perturbed) daily average IR radiational

differences. As previously discussed, the tops of their assumed dis

turbance cloudiness are 100-200 mb lower than our assumed cluster cirrus.

Their IR-only radiational induced perturbed minus unperturbed tempera

ture changes are very similar to our daily average of cluster minus sur

rounding region radiational differences. Curve 3 portrays the vertical

distribution of this paperts OOZ minus l2Z difference in cluster minus

surrounding region net radiational forcing. This latter vertical pro

file is not so different from the other radiational profiles when proper

adjustnlents are made. Note that the diurnal variations in rac,iational

forcing are very similar to the daily mean values at levels below 300 mb

but substantially larger from 150-250 mb.

F:Lgure 15 compares the observed OOZ vs. l2Z cluster divergence dif

ferencl~s (curve 3), with the daily average measured cloud cluster
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Figure 14. Cloud cluster minus surrounding region rate of radiation
induced temperature change of:

Curve 1) Daily average of cluster minus surrounding re
gion values from Figure 7.

Curve 2) Albrecht and Cox's (1975) trough (perturhed)
minus ridge (unperturbed) IR only daily average
net radiation, and

Curve 3) This paper's OOZ minus l2Z differences in as
sumed net radiation induced temperature
change.

divergence from Paper I (curve 1) and the inferred daily average IR only

radiation induced divergence profile of Albrecht and Cox (1975) nrnlti-

plied by two (curve 2) because of their 2-3 times larger distance scale

between trough and ridge as discussed on page 55. Note that the daily

mean CUrvE~S and the OOZ minus l2Z values are of similar magnitudE!. Re-

member that the Albrecht and Cox (1975) data is based on Line Island

disturbances whose cloud tops are substantially lower than our summertime
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Figure 15. Vertical cloud cluster divergence profile resulting from
cluster minus surrounding region radiation induced energy
differences:

Curve 1) The daily average observed cluster vertical
divergence profile from Figure 4 of Paper I,

Curve 2) Albrecht's and Cox's (1975) trough (p,arturbed)
minus ridge (unperturbed) IR only daily
average radiation induced divergence differences
multiplied by two, and

Curve 3) Observed OOZ minus 122 divergence differences
from Paper I.

West Pa:ific cluster tops. Note the similarity of these three profiles

and how the radiation induced divergence profile of Albrecht and Cox fits

rather 'well our observed daily average and OOZ minus 122 cluster divergence.

If. the daily average IR radiational differences between ,£loud and

c1oud-iree~~ require vertical divergence profiles whic~~
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similar to the observedvertical·divergence profiles, then it is likely

that radiation is the prililary determinant of the observed profil~. Also,

if these radiational influences~ fundamental, then it is like!y- that

two to one differences in night vs.~ cluster minus surroundin[ radia

tion is also fundamental to the large diurnal modulation of the .cluster.
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5. TIME LAG OF CONVECTIVE RESPONSE TO RADIATIONAL FORCING

The rainfall data and the cloud cluster divergence profiles discussed

in Paper I indicate a considerable lag in atmospheric response to the

hypothes:lzed day-night radiational forcing. We believe this to be a na

tural cOl1sequence of the hourly accumulation of the cloud minus surround

ing region radiational energy differences. Thus, if the response of the

troposph<:re to the radiationally specified thickness is only pa·rtial, as

the author believes, then a near sunset/sunrise accumulated cluster

minus surrounding radiational energy excess/deficit should occur. Thus,

the maximum accumulated nighttime radiational cooling should occur

around sunrise, and maximum accumulated solar warming near sunset.

Upper Tropospheric Response. Assuming that the 150-250 mb levels of

the cluster gain radiational energy relative to their surroundings dur

ing the day and lose radiational energy relative to their surroundings

at night, we can estimate hourly changes in the upper level relative

thickness gradients and outward pressure accelerations. As indicated

in diagram a at the top of Figure 16, it is likely that the daytime

solar energy gains are larger than the IR energy losses. An equilibrium

between solar and IR energy should occur a few hours after sunrise and

a few hours before sunset, or at about 08 L.T. and 16 L.T. Between 08

16 L.T. solar warming is larger than IR cooling, at other times IR cool

ing is larger. Diagram b portrays the hourly rates of radiational warm

ing of the cluster cirrus shield and of the region surrounding the

cluster. Diagram c gives the estimated cloud cluster minus surrounding

region differences in rate of radiational energy gain. If no other

processes besides radiation were operating to bring about sensible tem

perature change, this would require that the maximum and minimum upper
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Figure 16. Hypothesized typical hourly changes occurring in the cloud
cluster cirrus shield and in the regions surrounding the
cluster at these levels:

The cluster cirrus shield rates of IR and
solar radiational energy gain and 10s9,

Comparison of the hourly cirrus shield rate
of radiational energy gain-loss with that
of the surrounding cluster region,

Cloud cluster minus surrounding regioll rate
of radiational energy gain-loss,

Cirrus shield thickness changes that 1Mould
result from radiational warming, and

Resulting outward height gradient of pressure
surfaces from the cirrus shield to it:; sur-
roundings.
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level radiation induced temperature changes (and pressure thickness

changes) occur around 16 L.T. and 08 L.T. as seen in diagram d of this

figure. The relative increase of the cirrus pressure thickness between

noon and midnight causes a relative downward bulge of the 150-250 mb

cluster cirrus height fields compared with those of the surrour.ding

heights and a decrease in the outward directed pressure-height gradient

(diagram e). The 150-250 mb cluster outflow would thus be expected to

be reduced between noon and midnight.

IR cooling accumulates within the cluster cirrus shield relative

to the surroundings after 16 L.T. This causes relative upward bulging

of the 150-250 mb cluster pressure heights compared with the surround

ings. l1inimum cluster outward pressure gradients should occur around

~ 16-18 L.T. The outward pressure gradient and divergence from the

cluster are consequently greater between midnight and noon.

It should be noted that these estimated maximum and minimum outward

height gradients are without sharp peaks. The multi-station rainfall

data of Paper I does not indicate any particular hourly peaks in Cb con

vection for all the stations. West Pacific data indicates a later morning

peak than did Atlantic data or u.s. winter observations.

Middle and Lower Tropospheric Response. The hourly changes of con

ditions at levels below the cirrus shield within the cloud cluster and

in the surroundings are shown in Figure 17. At these levels the sur

rounding region radiational cooling is always larger than the cluster

cooling (diagram a). The night cluster minus surrounding region cooling

is greater than the day cooling by a ratio of about two to one (diagram

b). The surrounding region resulting thickness changes (diagram c) and

the consequent hourly changes in the inward directed height gradient
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Figure 17. Hypothesized typical hourly changes occurring in the middle
and lower troposphere of the cloud cluster and i ts s'~r

roundings:

Diagram a) Hourly variation in rate of radiation,!!! cool
ing within the cluster and within its sur
rounding region,

Diagram b) cluster minus surrounding region rate of
radiation energy gain,

Diagram c) surrounding region hourly thickness changes,
and

Diagram d) resulting hourly variation of the typical
inward height gradient of the pressurl! sur
faces from the surrounding area to thl!
cluster.

(diagram d) are also shown in this figure. The inward directed height

gradients to the cluster from the surrounding areas are larger than the

daily ave~age between midnight and noon.

If the wind alterations and consequent deep convection were to lag

the cloud cluster's changes of inward and outward height gradients by a

few hours, then the day vs. night radiation induced cloud region diver-

gence profile would be shifted further backward in time. The high
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frequency of 06-12 L.T. deep convection when solar heating influences

are becoming large, is the result of the accumulated previous night's IR

cooling difference between the cloud and cloud-free areas. Similarly,

the early evening minimum in deep cumulus activity, even though occurring

after sunset, is a result of the accumulated solar heating differences

between the cloud and the cloud-free areas during the previous 3-15

hours. The troposphere's responses to day vs. night radiational forcing

are thuB seen to follow with a considerable lag in hours. At some loca

tions the time lag in the enhanced morning convection may occasionally

carryover into the early afternoon. At other locations, the response

of the .atmosphere may be very much more rapid and the peak of deep cu

mulus convection may occur considerably earlier. The sizes, shapes,

and relative positions of the cloud areas and the surrounding cloud-

free regions; the nature of the flow patterns in which the clouds are

embedded; the season and latitude; the thermodynamic characteristics of

the attIlosphere; etc. all must act to influence the character of the wind

response to the cloud and cloud-free radiational forcing functions. In

some situations there are likely to be earlier responses, in other situa

tions ~l later response. In most situations, however, a considerable lag

in response is to be expected.



6. PREVIOUS EXPLANATIONS

A morning maximum of oceanic shower activity has been known or

suspected to exist for a number of decades. Wallace (1975) has summar-

ized the many previous explanations which have been advanced to ,explain

diurnal variations in convection over middle latitude land regi~Gs.

These are also applicable to the tropics. He groups these into two basic

categorie.s.

"1) those based on thermodynamic processes that affect
the static stability, and

2) those based on thermodynamic processes that influence
the mass convergence within the planetary boundary
layer."

To these can be added a third phenomenon:

3) those processes based on the semi-diurnal pressure
wave of 52 oscillation.

The first of these explanations has been a very popular one over the

years. This explanation rests primarily with the assumption of enhanced

IR cooling off the tops of clouds at night and a consequent increase of

the static lapse rate. A number of authors have touched on this expla-

nation, particularly Kraus (1963) and Lavoie (1963). Kraus' (1963)

physical explanation might be summarized as follows:

The tops of the clouds cool more at night than the cloud bases.
The resulting instability produces more vertical overturning.
The process continues throughout the night. This results
in the raising of the quasi-permanent inversion height which
allows deeper convection and more rainfall. During the day
solar radiation warms the cloud tops and stabilizes them. It
also reduces the liquid water content of the clouds. This
acts to reduce precipitation.

Lavoie also discusses the effect of extra nighttime radiational

cooling of the cloud tops. He, however, relates this to maximum growth

of individual elements in the cloud layer and does not mention the

92
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inversion. Lavoie also speculates on the possible influence of sensible

heat transport from sea to air. This is a cumulative process, he pro-

poses, a~d adds heat to the lowest layers of the troposphere dLring the

night, thus destabilizing these layers and allowing a small increase in

cloudiness in the early morning hours. In his discussion of the air-

sea sensible heat transfer, Lavoie states:

". • . during the night upward transfer of sensible 'heat is
increasing from the lower boundary with the result that clouds
are more easily formed and somewhat more numerous near sunrise.
This latter effect probably has little direct influence on the
precipitation potential of each cloud, however."

Although these explanations may be generally satisfactory for the

small observed diurnal cycle on shallow convection, there are serious

problems to the acceptance of these arguments as satisfactory explana-

tions for the large observed diurnal cycle in deep convection. This is

because

1) Significant differences b.etween day and night oceanic lapse rates
are not "observed in· the West Pacific and West Indies soundings
we have analyzed.

2) Conditional instability is nearly always present in the Tropics.
Deep cumulus convection is typically negatively correlated with
small positive changes of lapse rate instability (Atkinson,
1971). Increase of the low level instability typically leads
to an enhancement of shallow cumulus, not Cb's. Also, the
troposphere may actually become more stable as a result of
the deep cumulus layer overturning. Given the presen.ce of a
conditionally unstable lapse rate, Cb convection is not significantly
related to small buoyancy differences.

The second of the proposed basic processes for this diuraal convec-

tion cycle has to do with day and night radiation differences within the

planetary boundary layer over land. Wallace (~. cit.) lists these as

"(i) the familiar land and seabreeze circulation in coastal
areas.

(ii) a uniform diurnal heating cycle in regions of sloping
terrain. (Holton, 1968; Lettau, 1967).
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(iii) changes in frictional drag associated with the diurnal
variation in static stability within the planeta.ry
boundary layer (Blackadar, 1957)."

It is difficult to relate very many of the morning deep-convection

occurrences over land and the adjacent ocean regions to the land breeze

circulations although some coastal areas, particularly mountainous

coastlines might be so influenced.

The low level jet phenomenon of summer over a large portion of the

Great Plain and Midwest can establish nocturnal thunderstorms due to a

combination of processes (ii) and (iii). It is difficult to invoke

these latter two processes to explain winter season morning convection,

however, and,of course, neither of these mechanisms can be used to ex-

plain oceanic morning convection maximums. Wallace (~. cit.) has

recently advanced another hypothesis for the winter morning deep con-

vection maximums over land. Quoting again from his paper:

"The prevalence of a nocturnal maximum in wintertime con
vective activity over much of the central and eastern u.s.
requires a somewhat different explanation, but we belil~ve it
also may be interpretible in terms of dynamical processes.
Most wintertime convection is associated with the passa.ge of
developing cyclonic storms. In the warm sector of these
disturbances nighttime inversions are common, and therefore,
in a statistical sense at least, the winds near the top of
the planetary boundary layer should be stronger during the
the late night hours, in line with (iii) above. The increased
wind speeds within the warm sector should contribute to the
overall amount of lifting above the warm frontal surfaee
where wintertime convection often occurs. In this respect
it is interesting to note that Goldie (1936) found evidence
of a nocturnal maximum in warm frontal precipitation over
Scotland during winter at a time when cold frontal precipi
tation exhibited a maximum frequency of occurrence during
the afternoon. Further evidence of the enhancement of warm
frontal precipitation during the nighttime hours was gfven
by Dexter (1944)."
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Although this physical hypothesis may be applicable in some winter

storm situations, the land nocturnal convection maximum appears too

pervasive over the global land areas for this to be a generally satis-

factory argument, especially in light of the observed diurnal variations

over the, oceans. Wallace acknowledges this:

"A crucial test of this hypothesis will come when satel
lite derived statistics on the diurnal cycle in convective
activity over the middle latitude oceans becomes available.
If the above hypothesis is correct, then we should e}~ect to
find little or no diurnal oscillation in wintertime convective
activity over the sea."

The evidence of Paper I indicates that a significant diurnal variation

of deep cumulus convection does exist over the oceans.

The third most discussed physical argument for the diurnal cycle in

oceanic convection is the semi-diurnal pressure wave or S2 oscillation.

This has been appealing to some meteorologists because of the often ob-

served early morning and late afternoon maximum of convection (see Fig.

18-21 of Paper I for large island stations). This argument has been

proposed perhaps most seriously by Brier and Simpson (1969). Their phys-

ical explanation goes something like this:

During each day there occur two successive patterns elf
divergence and convergence caused by the sun's heating on
one side of the globe and lack of heating on the other.
This solar tide produces maximum pressure peaks near 10 L.T.
and 22 L. T. with minimums near 04 L. T. and 16 L. T• Tl-:.ey hypoth
esize that around 07 L.T. and 19 L.T. there occur periods
of maximum pressure rise and convergence. This, they believe,
acts to enhance convection. Near 13 L.T. and 01 L.T. there
are general pressure falls and hypothesized divergence
which should inhibit convection. They believe that the increas
ed large scale convergence around 07 L.T. and 19 L.T. funnels
extra mass upwards at selected cumulus locations. This sig
nificantly enhances the cumulus cloud activity.
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There are basic difficulties to the acceptance of this explanation:

1) The observations indicate that when afternoon surface warming
or a heat island effect is not present there are only one
maximum and one minimum of deep cumulus convection, not two
as predicted by solar tidal theory. In particular, a rainfall
minimum occurs near 19 L.T. when a maximum should be found
according to their theory. Also, the observations often in
dicate an increase of Cb activity beginning at 01 L.T. when
their theory specifies a minimum.

2) The magnitude of the divergence caused by the S2 tides is very
small, of the order lO-7sec-l. This is substantially less
than the 3-5 x lO-6sec-l OOZ vs. l2Z divergence differences
observed with our 40 sized cloud cluster compositing schemes
(see Figure 4 of Paper I).

It must be further emphasized that:

1) Double peaks in convection are not observed on small islands
and at many land stations.

2) Because of their absence over the oceans, the late,afternoon
and evening peaks of convection over land must be primarily
a direct solar heating influence and not a tidal effect.

Thus, the semi-diurnal solar tide theory does not appear to offer a

satisfactory explanation for the observed morning-evening deep convective

differences. Likewise, the other previous explanations for this diurnal

cycle in deep convection do not appear to be generally valid. Some

other physical mechanism must be invoked.



7. IMPI,ICATION OF THESE RESULTS FOR INTENSIFYING WEATHER SYSTEMS

One~ can view the diurnal variations in cluster-surrounding region

deep CUDwlus mass recycling as being superimposed upon the daily average

cluster recycling. The morning recycling maximum is thus about 30%

larger than the daily average, and the evening minimum about 30% less.

The morning maximum to evening minimum deep cumulus activity is thus

1 ± 30% or 1.3/0.7. This is almost a two to one diurnal range.

Thl~ cloud areas of growing and developed tropical cyclones have cir

rus shields similar to those of non-developing cloud clusters but they

exhibit a smaller percentage diurnal range of deep convection. This is to

be expected. The rainfall of the inner 20 radius of the average typhoon

is about 4 times greater than the rainfall intensity of the typical cloud

cluster (Frank, 1976). The typhoon cloud cluster and surrounding mean

mass recycling should thus be about 4 times greater than that of the

average, cloud cluster or 4 ± (30% of 1), giving a 4.3/3.7 diurnal range.

This results in a tropical cyclone diurnal convective cycle amplitude of

only about 15%. Our observational evidence indicates an approximately

similal: 15% variation in the typhoon's OOZ VB. l2Z divergence and rain

fall patterns. It is thus seen that the magnitude of this diurnal deep

convection cycle is similar for most cluster systems but is far more

detectable in the weaker ones.

Tropical Cyclone Genesis. For the few cloud clusters which grow

into t;ropical storms, there appears to be a gradual reduction in the

ratio of radiation to boundary layer frictional forcing. It is only

when the intensifying cloud cluster winds reach velocities of 20-25 m/sec

97
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that the boundary layer convergence becomes equal to that of the radia

tional convergence and the so-called CISK process takes over as the

primary cluster convergence mechanism. For the developed typhoon, of

course, the CISK process is quite dominant, and the radiational differ

ences between the storm and its surroundings play only a secondary role.

Forthcoming CSU reports by Zehr (1976)·and Frank (1976) will discuss

in more detail the relative magnitudes of the frictional convergence to

radiational forcing mechanisms for typhoon genesis and structure.

Figure 18 gives an idealized view of the relative magnitudes of

these two processes. At first, conditionally unstable lapse-rates and

boundary layer frictional convergence (dashed curve) are necessary to

produce cloud layers such that the radiation processes can be started.

Once deep cloud layers are formed, the cloud-cloud free radiational dif

ferences (solid curve) force deep layer convergence and are the main

mechanism for the cloud system maintenance and early intensification.

If conditions are ripe for further cloud region intensification into a

tropical cyclone, the frictional convergence mechanism gradually be

comes more important. The stronger the cyclone becomes, the larger the

relative importance of frictional convergence to radiational convergence

because the cluster layered clouds, unlike the frictional convergence

mechanism, do not significantly change their radiational characteristics

as the cluster intensifies.

The author has previously (1975) commented on the fact that the

12-13 numerical models of hurricane intensification which have been de

veloped in the last decade, all have assumed initial vorticity fields

which are typically an order of magnitude larger than the usual vorticity

fields of cloud clusters from which hurricanes develop. Despite these
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assumptions of unrealistically high initial vorticity, cyclone intensifi-

cation (for those using the most realistic cumulus condensation heating

schemes) often required 3-5 days, which, considering their init:Lal asssump-

tions, is too slow. If the results of this research are correct, this

difficulty in obtaining sufficiently rapid early cyclone growth and the

need to assume a moderately intense cyclone to start might be O'lercome

by proper incorporation of cloud and cloud-free radiational influences.

It is l~kely that future hurricane genesis models which take these cloud

and cloud-free radiational influences into account will obtain "more rapid

and probably more realistic cyclone growth rates. Previously, Lopez (1968)

has also speculated on the importance of radiation in tropical cyclone

formation and intensification:

"This general failure of the cumulus convection
to provide the necessary initial tropospheric heat
ing for early disturbance intensification indicates
that there must be another source of heating. For
instance, a significant contribution of early
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Figure 18. Comparison of the relative magnitudes of radiation induced
convergence to boundary layer friction induced convergence
of the typical tropical cloud cluster during its usual for
mation, maintenance, and intensification stages.
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disturbance development may be accomplished by the trap
ping of ultraviolet and infrared radiation by the cloud
canopies developed above the incipient disturbance. If
this does, in fact, prove to be a realistic contribution,
then the primary role of cumulus convection in early
disturbance growth will be the indirect one of generating
this radiation shield, rather than the direct one of pro
viding the condensation."



8. SUMMARY

The large observed radiational differences between cloud and cloud

free regions are probably a significant source of available potential

energy for tropical weather systems. These differences are also likely

to act as a significant convergence mechanism for middle-latitude cyclone

systems. These arguments appear especially relevant when one considers

that cond.ensation energy does not manifest itself in direct sensible

temperature alteration. If radiation is a fundamental mechanism of

tropical weather systems, then one should expect significant day-night

differences in weather system mass convergence and deep cumulus convec

tion. These are observed. The recent GATE observations should be care

fully studied for additional vertification of the likely fundamental

role of cloud and cloud-free radiational differences.

It must be emphasized that we have discussed the diurnal variation

of deep cumulus convection and not that of layer or shallow cumulus con

vection. There is little diurnal variation in these latter types of

cloudiness. This diurnal variation of deep cumulus convection may not

be readily observable by satellite pictures which cannot resolve the indi

vidual C:b elements or by surface cloudiness observations where the per

cent sky coverage is primarily determined by layer type clouds. It is

well known that cluster cirrus and middle level layer cloudiness can

persist for many hours in the absence of deep cumulus convection. Thus,

reports indicating only very small diurnal variations in total cloudiness

as obsel~ed by the satellite should not be interpreted as meaning that

a significant diurnal variations in deep convection does not exist.

The author would like to encourage numerical modelers to start in

cluding cloud and cloud-free and day-night radiation differences in their
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models. We are currently developing a primitive equation numerical

model to test this radiation hypothesis on cloud cluster genesis. The

large efforts currently going on by numerical models in attempted simula

tions of cumulus-broader scale interaction and boundary layer processes

may prove to be of no more or perhaps even of less importance than pro

perly accounting for the cloud-environment radiational processes. The

author has only reluctantly come to this conclusion in the last few

years. Previously, he believed that boundary layer processes and cumu

lus condensation were dominant to the maintenance of the individual

tropical weather system.
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